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Brand mobiles, one of the few refuges left for advertisers in Moscow, may soon be towed away from the
streets. Vladimir Filonov

Advertisers are running out of space where they can put their signs up in Moscow. City
officials, who earlier announced their intention to cut the number of street ads, have now also
begun to target ads displayed on parked cars.

The so-called "brand mobiles" are typically older vehicles that are rarely used and are
illegally parked without any license plates.

Officials from the southeast district of Moscow are already working to remove all illegally
parked brand mobiles from their streets, according to the district's press service. Traffic
services are monitoring the territory for such cars and have moved 19 of them to impound lots
as of the middle of July.

Moscow's department of mass media and advertising has long tried to remove brand mobiles
from the streets, but there is still no law that bans the display of ads on parked transport.
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According to current regulations, such vehicles can only be removed if they are illegally
parked.

The department's campaign against brand mobiles is the latest in the city's efforts to cut
down on the number of street advertisements.

The department published a proposal to change the rules for Moscow advertisers on July 9.
The document suggests banning advertising on rooftops and construction fences, as well as
prohibiting the placement of large ad banners within the Garden Ring.

Proposed changes also include harsher fines for misplacing ads — up to a million rubles
($30,600) for legal entities that break the rules.

"Over the course of three nights, our workers removed 200 Gazels displaying ads," Vladimir
Chernikov, head of Moscow's department of mass media and advertising, said last week.
"What did this lead to? There became even more of them because the fine is only 5,000 rubles.
The rule-breakers are ready to pay this fine and continue as before."

The proposed project will cut the number of ads in Moscow by 20 percent, Kommersant cited
the department's spokesman, Vladimir Yakovlev, as saying.

City officials also spoke this month of their plans to prohibit the display of advertisements
on flowerbeds, road signs and sidewalks if they interfere with pedestrians.
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